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Iowa State is now home to North 
America’s first augmented human 
lab, where researchers can develop 
studies to make the human life 
easier.
ATHENA is an acronym for 
“Augmentation and Training 
of Humans with Engineering in 
North America.”
Before the lab was named 
ATHENA, it was a small lab created 
by Richard Stone, associate profes-
sor of industrial and manufactur-
ing systems engineering and co-
founder of the ATHENA Lab. It was 
called The Human Performance 
and Cognitive Engineering Lab.
The ATHENA Lab was officially 
named in November 2015 after 
Stone and Tom Schnieders, gradu-
ate student in industrial and man-
ufacturing systems engineering 
and co-founder of the ATHENA 
Lab, decided to take the smaller 
existing lab on campus and make it 
into something much larger.
Schnieders and Stone reached 
out to the founder and director 
of the Augmented Human Inter-
national Conferences Series and 
asked what it took to become an 
officially recognized lab.
“We did a rebranding,” Schnie-
ders said. “We looked at what we 
already do [and] what else can we 
do. [Then], we created our web-
site, we created our logo and our 
namesake.”
Schnieders and Stone then 
reached out to the director again, 
presenting their requirements and 
the identity of their lab. They were 
rewarded when the ATHENA Lab 
was “officially recognized as the 
first augmented human lab in the 
United States,” Schnieders said.
Spaying and neutering cats is 
just another day at the office for 
members of the Feral Cat Alliance.
The Feral Cat Alliance is a non-
profit group made up of veterinary 
students. The group hosts clinics 
once a month, where it takes feral 
cats and provides low-cost spays 
and neuters, vaccinations and 
blood tests, as well as flea and tick 
medication and antibiotics if they 
are available or necessary.
Each cat is given vaccinations 
for rabies, feline rhinotracheitis 
virus, feline calicivirus and feline 
panleukopenia virus. They are 
also tested for the feline leukemia 
virus and feline immunodefi-
ciency virus.
Both of these diseases are in-
curable, and if a cat is infected 
with either, the group is required 
to euthanize the cat. This helps 
improve the overall health of the 
feral cat population.
“I joined because I had a love 
of cats, and it is one of the few 
organizations where you get to do 
something outside of yourself,” 
said Jordan Gagne, second-year 
veterinary student and co-pres-
ident of the Feral Cat Alliance. 
“Doing this, I know that we are 
making a difference in the com-
munity and in Iowa by reducing 
feral cat populations and im-
proving the quality of life of these 
cats.”
The last clinic took place Satur-
day and was a mega clinic, where 
the group accepted twice as many 
cats as a normal clinic. Between 8 
a.m. and 5 p.m. the club managed 
to spay and neuter 55 cats. Host-
ing this size of a clinic take a lot 
of planning.
Since the group is a non-profit, 
it relies mostly on donations of 
medications and supplies from 
the community. The group has 
two supply coordinators who 
are in charge of making sure that 
they have everything that they will 
need, while a donation coordina-
tor accepts and handles donations 
to the group.
They also have a cat coordina-
tor, who is in charge of lining 
up which cats will be accepted 
at each clinic. If caretakers are 
interested in having one of their 
cats spayed or neutered, they can 
email the cat coordinator, who 
then puts them on the waiting 
list. The cat coordinator then uses 
the waiting list to plan which cats 
will be treated. A volunteer coor-
dinator ensures that there will be 
enough students to actually carry 
out the procedures.
Students at the event are di-
vided into different groups and 
given different responsibilities. 
Since 2014, the city of Ames 
has been encouraging businesses 
to seek sustainable initiatives 
to improve the quality of their 
companies.
Ames presented the Smart 
Business Challenge at the 150th 
anniversary celebration with 
hopes that businesses in Ames 
would enroll in the program and 
seek greener ways of running 
their businesses.
The Smart Business Challenge 
is a city-wide program that ben-
efits businesses when they enroll 
and complete an energy audit.
The energy audit, which was 
completed through The Energy 
Group of Des Moines, looks at 
the way companies are using 
their energy.
Michael Gubbels, intern with 
the Smart Business Challenge 
and sustainability coordinator, 
said the energy audit is a benefit 
to the companies.
“I think something that most 
businesses don’t realize when 
they get involved is the financial 
aspect they can gain from it,” 
Gubbels said. “Some of the ef-
forts that they can do will save 
their company a ton of money.”
“[It’s a] win-win situation,” 
said Drew Loiacono, intern with 
the Smart Business Challenge 
and sustainability coordinator. 
“Businesses cut down on their 
energy usage, which saves them 
money on bills and it also helps 
the city cut down on their energy 
usage.”
Loiacono credits the energy 
audit as a key factor when de-
ciding to improve a business’s 
overall sustainability.
“[The Energy Group of Des 
Moines] compares the energy 
that your business is paying for to 
the energy you’re actually getting 
out of your systems,” Loiacono 
said. “So if there’s an area of in-
efficiency within your building, 
they’re going to locate that and 
give you cost options to either fix 
it or say, ‘you’re losing this much 
per year. If you fix it, you could 
use a fraction of that.’”
“[The energy audit] also makes 
sure you’re up to code with 
things,” Gubbels said.
The energy audit, which re-
quires businesses to participate 
in once they are registered for 
the Smart Business Challenge 
and then at least every two years 
from the initial audit, determines 
areas that these businesses can 
improve on.
Once registered for the chal-
lenge, companies can achieve a 
bronze, silver, gold or platinum 
status. 
Through the Smart Business 
Challenge checklist, a business’s 
status is determined based on 
the categories of sustainable 
energy use.
The goal is to improve energy 
Courtesy of Iowa State University
Richard Stone co-founded the ATHENA 
Lab at Iowa State.
ATHENA
Lab makes
life easier
First augmented 
human lab in U.S. 
betters interaction
By Andria.Homewood
@iowastatedaily.com
ATHENA p8
Feral Cat Alliance spays, 
neuters at low price
By Keaton.Lane
@iowastatedaily.com
Veterinary students 
provide affordable 
services for kitties
CATS p4
Smart Business Challenge
Energy audit helps minimize inefficiencies
Iowa State Daily
Wheatsfield Co-op, a community grocery store, is one of the biggest participators in 
the Smart Business Challenge, earning platinum status.
By Katlyn.Campbell
@iowastatedaily.com
CHALLENGE p8
Raising his hand in the air to signify his triumph, redshirt junior Lelund Weatherspoon beamed a smile to the 
crowd of thousands at Madison Square Gar-
den in New York City. He had just defeated 
No. 2 seed Brian Realbuto of Cornell in the 
first round of the NCAA Wrestling Champi-
onship.
“I said to myself before [the match], ‘I’m 
going to win this thing,’” Lelund said.
During the match, Realbuto managed to 
trap Lelund’s leg multiple times, but Lelund 
circled his hips as instructed by coaches and 
escaped. As they came to a 4-4 tie going into 
the third period, Lelund earned a takedown 
on Realbuto. As Realbuto was struggling to 
get up, he attempted to throw Lelund off and 
injured his own leg in the process.
By reigning victorious over the No. 2 seed, 
Lelund was given confirmation that he could 
take home the grand champion in his weight 
class: 174. This confidence spurred him to 
continue climbing up the bracket and let the 
vision of national champion become clear.
Meanwhile, Lelund was attempting to put 
himself in the mindset of a champion. Lelund 
believes his mentality set him apart from 
his opponents. While others saved time for 
media interviews and got caught up in their 
opponent’s abilities, he explained he had the 
Lelund Weatherspoon 
reflects on championship 
semi-finals, looking forward
By Sarah.Muller
@iowastatedaily.com
Brian Mozey/Iowa State Daily
Lelund Weatherspoon walks down the red carpet for his Big 12 championship match in the 174-pound weight class against Oklahoma State’s Chandler Rogers on March 6.
GRIEF p4
Editor’s note: This is the fourth story in a 
four-part series following student-athlete 
Lelund Weatherspoon.
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Weather
TUESDAY
Windy with showers likely 
in the day. Thunderstorm at 
night. 
53
42
Weather provided by ISU American Meteorological Society
April 2
Braiden Francis Loreno, 19, 
of 2136 Lincoln Way, Ames, 
IA, was cited with criminal 
trespass.
Rohan Yadlapati, 19, of 2136 
Lincoln Way, Ames, IA, was 
cited with criminal trespass.
Christian Albert Ehlen, 19, 
of 2136 Lincoln Way ‑ Ames, 
IA, was cited with criminal 
trespass.
An individual reported the 
theft of a bicycle at Building 
63 in Frederiksen Court. 
An individual reported the 
theft of a bicycle at Building 
63 in Frederiksen Court. 
April 3
Bruce Tanlim, 19, of 111 Lynn 
Ave Unit 1005 ‑ Ames, IA, was 
cited with possession of alco‑
hol under the legal age.
Jonah James Manson, 19, of 
236 Beach Road, Unit 8239 
‑ Ames, IA, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica‑
tion ‑ 2nd offense, providing 
false identification informa‑
tion and unlawful use of li‑
cense.
An officer was asked to check 
on the welfare of an individual 
at 136 University Village.
Elizabeth Rose Mccann, 21, 
of 936 3Rd Street, Jewell, IA, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated 
and operating non‑registered 
vehicle.
An individual reported the 
theft of a camera King Pavil‑
lion. 
Police Blotter
The information in the log comes from 
the ISU and City of Ames police depart‑
ments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law 
are innocent until proven guilty in a 
court of law.
Corrections
     In Monday’s sports story 
titled “Flipped Upside Down,” 
the caption of the photo‑
graph said Kristen DeCosta 
was performing a flip on the 
balance beam.  
      The photo actually 
depicted Allie Hansen doing 
a flip. 
     The Daily regrets the 
error.  
     The Iowa State Daily wel‑
comes comments and sug‑
gestions or complaints about 
errors that warrant correc‑
tion. To submit a correction, 
please contact our editor at 
515‑294‑5688 or via email at 
editor@iowastatedaily.com.
Digital 
Content
Buy your Fashion 
Show tickets
If you haven’t yet bought 
your tickets for the Fashion 
Show on Saturday, look on 
the app to see how to get 
your tickets ASAP. 
STYLE 
Technicolor 
Dreamcoat tickets
Appropriate 
wedding attire
“Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat,” 
will come to Stephens Audi-
torium at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
This is the last show in the 
2015-16 Broadway Series 
at Stephens. Find out more 
online. 
Find a list on the app 
of what is OK and what is 
unacceptable to wear as 
a guest to any upcoming 
wedding you will attend. 
AMES 247
STYLE
April 5
Symposium: Undergradu-
ate research and creative 
expression
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Memo-
rial Union
A day‑long celebration of un‑
dergraduate research that 
brings students from all aca‑
demic disciplines together 
to share their work with the 
university community, families 
and guests.
Open forum: Strategic plan
No on to 1:30 p.m.,  Oak 
Room, Memorial Union
Faculty, staff and students 
are encouraged to offer com‑
ments on the draft of Iowa 
State’s next strategic plan for 
university planning and ac‑
tivities from fiscal years 2017 
through 2022.
Open forum: Human Sci-
ences dean candidate
4 to 5  p.m.,  Ro om 0210 
Bessey Hall
Stephan Wilson currently 
serves as a Regents Professor 
of human development and 
family studies and dean of the 
College of Human Sciences at 
Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater.
Calendar
All events courtesy of the ISU events calendar. 
The final of three can-
didates for the position 
of dean of the College of 
Human Sciences will visit 
campus Tuesday for inter-
views, meet with members 
of the university and host 
an open forum.
The open forum, which 
is free and open to the 
public, for Stephan Wil-
son will take place from 4 
to 5 p.m. Tuesday in 0210 
Bessey Hall.
Wilson, currently re-
gents professor of human 
development and family 
science and dean of the 
College of Human Sci-
ences at Oklahoma State 
University, is the third 
candidate to participate 
in a two-day visit of Iowa 
State.
Wilson holds a master’s 
in child and family studies 
and a Ph.D. in family rela-
tions and human devel-
opment from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee. He has 
worked in Oklahoma since 
2008 following faculty and 
administrative appoint-
ments at the University of 
Nevada-Reno, University 
of Kentucky, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State 
University, Illinois State 
University and Montana 
State University.
He also served as a U.S. 
Peace Corps volunteer in 
Kenya from 1976 to 1978, 
and later returned in 2000-
2001 as a senior Fulbright 
professor in residence at 
Kenyatta University in 
Nairobi, Kenya.
More information, in-
cluding Wilson’s CV is 
available at the Provost’s 
website at http://www.
provost.iastate.edu.
U.S. Sen-
ate  candi-
d a t e  R o b 
H o g g  w i l l 
c a m p a i g n 
Tuesday at 
Iowa State 
as he hopes 
to win over 
Democrats 
ahead of Iowa’s primary 
on June 7.
Details about the meet, 
g r e e t  a n d  o r g a n i z i n g 
event, which is free and 
open to the public, are 
below:
WHO: State Sen. Rob 
Hogg, D-Cedar Rapids, 
2016 U.S. Senate candi-
date
WHAT: Iowa State Uni-
versity Meet, Greet and 
Organizing Event
WHEN: 6 p.m.Tuesday, 
April 5
WHERE: Gallery, Me-
morial Union, Iowa State 
University, 2229 Lincoln 
Way, Ames
MORE INFO:  Hogg’s 
Facebook page. 
Hogg is one of four can-
didates seeking the Dem-
ocratic nomination in 
Iowa’s U.S. Senate race. 
Along with Hogg, for-
mer Lt. Gov. Patty Judge, 
former state Sen. Tom 
Fiegen and former state 
R e p .  B o b  K r a u s e  a r e 
hoping to take on Chuck 
Grassley in November’s 
election.
The ever-popular Cy-
clone Voice is back to find 
out who has the best voice 
on campus. The prelimi-
nary round will take place 
at 6 p.m. Monday at the 
Maintenance Shop.
Contestants will be re-
quired to sing one “ka-
raoke style” song, which 
will then be judged by the 
panel. 
The song cannot have 
background music or any 
pre-recorded vocals.
A video of last year’s 
contenstants can be found 
on the online version of 
this article.
Contestants who make 
it past the preliminary 
rounds of Cyclone Voice 
will then perform for the 
panel again in the Cyclone 
Voice Finals, which will 
be at 8 p.m. April 14 in the 
Great Hall of the Memorial 
Union.
An added bonus for 
those who make it to the 
Finals of the event will 
be emceed by none other 
than Jesse McCartney — 
“Beautiful Soul,” “She’s No 
You,” “Leavin’” — who will 
also perform at the end of 
the event.
Both the prelims and 
finals are free and open to 
the public.
Cyclone Voice allows 
students to support fel-
low student performers, 
while the judges use crowd 
enthusiasm as part of the 
criteria for making it to 
the Finals.
F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a -
tion, visit Student Union 
Board’s website. 
Cyclone Voice to return
By Mike.Burvee
@iowastatedaily.com
Final candidate hosts forum
By Alex.Hanson
@iowastatedaily.com
By Alex.Hanson
@iowastatedaily.com
Rob Hogg to campaign 
ROB HOGG
NOW HIRING
Full or Part Time Positions
GREAT PAY $10-$15 per hour
Email for more information:
Shop528@iowapotbelly.com
Coming Soon!
Located on Lincoln Way
next to Starbucks
 • Great House for Students. 259 N. Hyland.  
    Call Rachel for particulars. PPM 232-5718
 • Another great house!  1305/1307 Iowa Circle.
    Call Susan for particulars.  PPM   232-5718
 • 3132 Story Street.  2 bedroom House.
    Call PPM 232-5718
 • 4409/4415 Ontario  3 bds. For only 725.00!
    PPM  232-5718
201 S. 5th Suite 202  •  515.232.5718 
www.ppm-inc.com
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When people think about galaxy 
collisions, the first thing that pops in 
their head may be super nova explo-
sions or world-shattering catastro-
phes. It sounds like a scary subject, 
but researchers at Iowa State clear 
things up with their work under-
standing these large-scale events.
“My research is mostly modeling, 
mathematically and with the use of 
computers, collisions between gal-
axies,” said Curtis Struck, professor 
of physics and astronomy.
Struck has worked with models 
and simulations to get a better grasp 
on galaxy collisions. His research 
allows people to learn about what 
these collisions do on a universal 
scale.
Galaxies colliding does not cre-
ate an explosive event like one may 
think. 
So much space exists between 
stars in two galaxies, which causes 
them to usually go through each 
other like ghosts.
“If our sun was the size of a bas-
ketball here in the U.S., the next 
nearest star would be in Beijing, 
China,” said Travis Yeager, graduate 
assistant in physics and astronomy.
With a lack of star collisions, it 
may be difficult to see why galaxy 
collisions are so special. The fact 
is they play a big role in galaxy and 
star formation.
“Galaxy collisions are one of the 
most important processes in the 
evolution of galaxies,” Struck said.
When two galaxies collide, they 
are moving at extremely high 
speeds. While their stars do not hit 
each other, they are still affected 
by each other’s gravity and their 
interstellar gasses mix. The result is 
a huge loss in energy, slower veloci-
ties and condensed interstellar gas.
Galaxies are giant formations, 
and when they slow while collid-
ing, it is highly unlikely that they 
will ever get fast enough to escape 
each other. Unable to separate, the 
galaxies merge, forming a massive 
galaxy with pockets of condensed 
gas — hotspots for star formation.
“Some galaxies we observe have 
resulted from many galaxy col-
lisions,” Yeager said. “There are 
galaxies we see that could only form 
from the result of several merg-
ers, such as M-87, a huge elliptical 
galaxy.”
Understanding galaxy collisions 
is a step closer to uncovering the 
origins of all of the different forma-
tions in our universe, including 
our very own galaxy. With research 
geared toward uncovering the se-
crets of the massive universe we 
call home, one day some of the 
most difficult questions may have 
an answer.
“The impact of my research is 
on the way we view the universe,” 
Struck said. “What is our place in it 
and where did we come from? How 
did galaxies and planets build over 
time?”
T o  b e g i n  c l a s s ,  T h o m a s 
Loynachan, professor of agron-
omy, tells the class to count off, 
much like you would hear on 
a middle school field trip to a 
museum.
The students count off, and 
just a few weeks ago they were in 
Spain counting off at every stop.
The class did a short study 
abroad trip to Spain during 
Spring Break. Although it last-
ed only 10 days, the professors 
agree the students got a lot out 
of it.
“In five to 10 years, if you asked 
them what the highlight of their 
undergraduate experience was, 
most would mention this experi-
ence,” Loynachan said.
The trip to Spain is available 
through an economics class, 
Agron/Econ 496, which attracts 
students in the College of Agri-
culture and Life Sciences. 
Most students are agriculture 
business majors, with the rest 
being related majors with an 
interest in economics. 
The trip itself is referred to 
as The Agriculture Production, 
Business and Trade in Spain.
The trip to Spain first started 
in 1987, and the three current 
professors have gone on the trip 
for the last three years, with the 
trip rotating to Argentina and 
Australia in other years.
Students are required to pick 
an industry, do a pre-trip pre-
sentation based on the American 
version of the industry and a 
post-trip presentation based on 
what they saw in Spain. 
On top of this, they write a 
25-page paper about what they 
learned.
The College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences requires an 
international perspectives class 
before graduation.
Ebby Luvaga, senior lecturer 
in economics, described why 
students need that perspective.
“Agriculture is a global econo-
my; the 9 billon will not just live 
in the United States,” she said. 
“We need to understand and 
know where they are from.”
Cameron Jodlowski, junior 
in agricultural and life sciences 
education, said traveling abroad 
in Spain gave her amazing op-
portunities.
“Studying abroad allows you 
to not only go out of your com-
fort zone while learning about 
the culture of a new country, but 
it challenges you to learn new 
things about yourself,” Jodlowski 
said.
This trip is the first time that 
many of the students have left 
the country. 
The professors understand 
this and incorporate things like 
going through customs and oth-
er important knowledge about 
traveling abroad in the class 
before they leave.
The professors buy the plane 
tickets in November and then 
accept students. Students must 
first apply before being accepted 
into the class. 
Forty students applied, but 
the class only took 25 students, 
varying from freshmen to super 
seniors.
Macy Marek,  freshman in 
agricultural business, had her 
first international experience 
through the trip.
“Everything was a bit of a new 
experience to me,” Marek said. 
“It was amazing to explore an-
other country’s culture and learn 
about their agricultural practices 
compared to ours in the U.S. We 
stayed busy with tours and talk-
ing to industry professionals.”
The sound of intense brain-
power filled the minds of ISU 
students as they attended their 
first Deterrence and Assurance 
Workshop and Conference in 
Omaha, Neb.
United States Strategic Com-
mand (USSTRATCOM) sponsors 
and hosts this workshop and 
conference yearly on the Offutt 
Air Force Base in Omaha. 
This year’s event took place 
March 3 and 4.
The USSTRATCOM is one of 
nine Unified Combatant Com-
mands of the U.S. Department of 
Defense. 
Its duties include knowledge 
of space operations, informa-
tion operations, missile defense, 
global command and control, 
intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance, electronic war-
fare, cyberspace and strategic 
deterrence.
Understanding the specific 
threats around the world and 
the right actions to take against 
those threats is the purpose of the 
USSTRATCOM. 
In simpler terms, USSTRAT-
COM is the eyes and ears of the 
nation.
Iowa State  Universi ty  and 
USSTRATCOM created an aca-
demic alliance, teaching political 
science students the ins and outs 
of security, including cyber se-
curity, deterrence and assurance 
and artificial intelligence.
The Deterrence and Assurance 
Workshop took place on the Of-
futt Air Force Base in Omaha. 
The workshop provided programs 
with hands-on experience work-
ing against certain threats.
These threats can include iden-
tity theft, hacking attacks, strikes 
against the government or weap-
ons of mass destruction. 
The students at the workshop 
had to develop ways of approach-
ing the problem.
Ellen Pirro, lecturer in politi-
cal science, led the 10 undergrad 
and graduate students alongside 
Chuck Hagel, former U.S. Secre-
tary of Defense.
“It was a wonderful learning 
experience for us all,” Pirro said.
Both of their days involved 
helping students fulfill their pas-
sions and curiosities.
“They did a very good job of 
organizing,” said Jason Johnson, 
graduate assistant in political 
science and attendee of the con-
ference.
There were various programs to 
take part of, including a presenta-
tion and questionnaire, adversary 
perceptions and case studies and 
a war game.
These events were simulated 
exercises aimed at deterrence 
strategies, which are also known 
as “tabletop” exercises. Organi-
zation played a big role in such a 
busy event.
Johnson’s favorite event was 
the war game. 
During the war game, Johnson 
was randomly selected with a 
team to work with. 
The team and Johnson worked 
together to solve and plan through 
a real-life situation and problem 
our world might face.
ISU 
students 
study 
security
Dept. of Defense 
program simulates 
real-world threats
By Jessica.Buss
@iowastatedaily.com
By Megan.Striegel
@iowastatedaily.com
Ag students study abroad in Spain
International trip 
exposes class to 
world economy
Courtesy of Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Curtis Struck, professor of physics and astronomy, is researching along with other astronomers how galaxies evolve from the image on the left to the right.  Galaxy colli-
sions are not as scary or world ending as people assume, but may lead to the formation of larger galaxies.
Iowa State Daily
Curtis Struck said his research is mostly 
modeling, mathematically and with the use 
of computers, collisions between galaxies. 
By Derek.Clayton
@iowastatedaily.com
Researchers help explain large-scale astronomical events
Galaxy Collisions
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: 
Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!
NEED MATH HELP?
Don’t wait until the day before an exam...
CALL BONNIE!
815.761.0181
Tutoring offered for 
MATH 166, 165, 160, 151, 145, 143, 140
Will also tutor high school/middle school 
courses Pre Algebra through AP Calculus
Tuesday, April 5, 2016 - 7 pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
2016 Shivvers Memorial Lecture
This lecture has been presented at ISU since 1969 in memory 
of John Shivvers, who farmed near Knoxville. The lectures 
focus on ways in which agriculture can sustain rather than 
destroy natural resources.
                                                                              
Sponsored by the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture and Committee on Lectures (funded by Student Government)
Participants: 
Nathan Anderson is a beginning farmer who graduated from Iowa State in 2010 with a degree in agronomy. 
Mike DeCook operates a ranch near Lovilla in southern Iowa
Laura Krouse is the owner of Abbe Hills Farm near Mount Vernon. 
Mark Rasmussen, director of the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, will moderate the discussion. 
Farming for the Long Term
Panel Discussion
Iowa Farmers 
on Sustainability
Sleep & Behavior Study
Participants (18 or older) needed 
Study is 
non-invasive 
and participants 
sleep at home!
COMPENSATION 
P R O V I D E D
Contact Us:
515-294-8087
sleep_study@iastate.edu
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Bartenders Wanted! Ameri-
can Legion Post 59 Story City 
301 Washington St. Open 
to public Part-time, flex-
ible hours 14-40 hours/week 
Fun,energetic,responsible 
individuals Call for details 
(515)733-4403
1-800-FlowersFlowerama in 
Ames is looking for 2-3 people 
for part-time customer service/
retail associates. If you enjoy 
helping people, want to work 
in a fun environment and are 
interested in learning about 
flowers and flower arranging, 
apply in person to 104 Lincoln 
Way, email your resume to 
floweramaames@gmail.com 
or call 319.291.6004 for more 
information.  We offer  flexible 
schedules, a generous dis-
count and paid time off.
Spring break left you spring 
broke? If so find out how to 
make $800 a week this sum-
mer and build your resume. 
515-230-2000 Southwestern 
Advantage
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ability to focus only on what he 
had to do in order to win.
“You have to take yourself to a 
different place almost,” Lelund 
said. “I felt like I was at that place 
because I didn’t care [about the 
media or my opponents].”
Lelund just wanted to listen to 
his coaches and wrestle.
As the tournament continued, 
Lelund’s competitive side would 
not let him forget the end goal. 
Lelund tunes into his inner-beast 
when wrestling and it was starv-
ing for a win and would not cease, 
even when he had time to relax 
between matches.
“The man on the mat … is a part 
of me too,” Lelund said. “I’m the 
man on the mat because it’s the 
tournament. The tournament is 
not over after day one.”
As day two approached, so did 
the semi-finals and the match 
that would make or break Le-
lund’s season. Facing Myles 
Martin from Ohio State, Lelund 
stepped onto the mat knowing 
if he beat Martin, he was only a 
match away from winning the 
whole tournament.
The two didn’t make it easy on 
each other, dancing around the 
mat like it was carefully planned 
choreography. 
However, when Martin started 
taking Lelund down again and 
again, the score looked discour-
aging.
As the whistle blew, Lelund 
watched his season shatter.
“I can’t be the national cham-
pion this year,” Lelund thought 
immediately.
He didn’t have to turn to the 
scoreboard to know that Mar-
tin beat him 8-2. Instead, all the 
sound around him muffled as the 
shock set in.
He stood up and approached 
his coaches, who critiqued his 
moves on the mat.
“[I’m] not trying to hear that 
right then. [My] mind is still else-
where,” Lelund said, ignoring 
the muted conversation between 
them.
Lelund grabbed his things and 
walked back to the hotel. His 
phone began to light up with calls 
and text messages of people con-
gratulating him on how far he had 
come. However, a civil war began 
to brew within his mind.
“Was I in a funk or something?” 
Lelund began questioning him-
self. “I’m not in a funk so what the 
f--- happened, Lelund? I’m mad at 
you because you lost. You brought 
this on yourself. You didn’t do the 
things you were able to do.”
Meanwhile, he refused to hear 
any more opinions from those 
who thought his match was any-
thing to be proud of. Lelund, 
mired in his disappointment, had 
no desire to look at the positive. 
The only person who was brutally 
honest was his oldest brother, 
Doug Weatherspoon.
“We can’t go back and change 
what happened, but we can defi-
nitely start preparing for March 
[2017] right now,” Doug said.
He continued by giving Lelund 
advice on his footwork and reac-
tion time as well as some football 
drills that would help with those 
moves.
“At some parts in our life, we 
are not prepared for our poten-
tial,” Doug said. “We can’t real-
ize our potential ‘till our minds 
are there and then we can start 
achieving those things.”
Getting tired of pressing ignore 
on his cellphone, Lelund put it on 
airplane mode and stuck head-
phones in his ear. 
He began to run on a treadmill, 
reflecting on the match that broke 
his heart.
He remembered family, team-
mates and coaches all reminding 
Lelund to stay focused and keep 
his winning streak going. While 
Lelund felt ready to wrestle before 
the match, his eagerness didn’t 
make up for the mistake he made 
on the mat.
“I got my head out of the game,” 
Lelund confessed.
Facing his opponent during 
the semifinals, Lelund didn’t see 
the match in front of him, but let 
his mind wander to the finals. 
Consciously knowing he was get-
ting off task, Lelund tried to force 
himself to home in.
“Instead of one match at a time, 
I started looking ahead, which I 
wasn’t supposed to do,” Lelund 
said.
He reminisced on how his suc-
cess had evolved over the years. 
If third-grade Lelund saw himself 
now, he would be proud of him-
self for reaching his goals, but he 
would throw a fit since he didn’t 
get what he wanted, Lelund said.
“Middle-school Lelund would 
be happy but not satisfied,” Le-
lund acknowledged. “High school 
would be pleased but still not 
satisfied. Right now, I’m not even 
satisfied. I’m just angry.”
Returning to their rooms the 
evening after their losses, Lelund, 
Earl Hall and Patrick Downing — 
all three gaining All-America titles 
— reflected on their day.
“I’m pissed off,” Lelund ex-
plained to his friends. “There are 
no other words to describe it. I’m 
mad. I’m mad because I let myself 
down, and I didn’t achieve my 
goals.”
Downing, a sophomore, was 
appreciative to even gain any title, 
but still was uneasy, even though 
he was not favored to win.
“Being All-American is great, 
but you show up and you train to 
be a national champion,” Down-
ing said. “No matter how you look 
at it you still kind of got this sour 
taste in your mouth, but at the 
same time from my perspective, I 
have to be happy with what I did 
accomplish.”
While Lelund was also grateful 
to gain the All-America recogni-
tion, he was not satisfied.
“ A n  A l l - A m e r i c a  h o n o r  i s 
good,” Lelund said. “I got one of 
the two [titles], but it’s not what 
I wanted.”
Downing understands Lelund’s 
anger toward himself because 
wrestling is such an individual 
sport. The only person respon-
sible for the results is the wrestler 
on the mat.
“Any time you win or lose in 
this sport you have to have a short 
memory,” Downing said.
He explained that when they 
wrestle the matches individually, 
one match might go very well 
while the next is a complete de-
feat, creating an emotional roller 
coaster.
Hall recalled losing at nation-
als and the heartbreak that came 
with it, since he is a senior.
“I went into the locker room, 
and I looked at [ISU Coach Kevin 
Jackson] and it hurt my heart,” 
Hall said. “One thing him and I 
talked about all year was, ‘Don’t 
be that one athlete [Jackson] 
coached, have all the talent in 
the world, but not be able to get 
that national title.’”
Hall had seen the years of suc-
cessful athletes who Jackson 
coached, all making it to nation-
als and gaining the titles they 
wanted, and Hall felt like he had 
disappointed.
All three of the teammates de-
sired to be supportive of each 
other, but Hall explained the need 
to self-evaluate.
“I have to take care of me first 
before I can make sure the boys 
are fine,” Hall said. “[I told my 
teammates], ‘It’s just another 
day on the block. It’s another 
tournament.’ We have to live in 
the moment.”
Even three weeks after return-
ing home from nationals with an 
All-America title and sixth place 
in his weight class, Lelund con-
tinued to dwell on what could 
have been.
Now comes the transition for 
Lelund between grieving and 
looking forward to the future, 
using the defeats as momentum 
into next season.
“We were the underdogs,” Le-
lund said. “We knew this but we 
didn’t let it bother us because we 
knew what we were capable of.”
Lelund imagined his late grand-
father and No. 1 cheerleader, Lee 
Weatherspoon, sitting next to 
him, giving him a silent nod, as if 
to say that Lelund needs to get the 
job done next year.
“He would congratulate me, 
but I know deep down inside 
he knows what I’m capable of,” 
Lelund said. “I know what I’m 
capable of.”
Some students are in charge of 
drawing and testing the cats’ 
blood, while others are in charge 
of sedating the cats or working 
in the recovery area for when the 
cats come out of surgery. To actu-
ally spay and neuter the cats, the 
students must have completed 
one semester of junior surgery.
The clinic is overseen by mul-
tiple clinicians, some of whom 
are Iowa State faculty, while some 
are local veterinaries.
“The Feral Cat Alliance is a 
great way to work with clinicians 
and your fellow students in a set-
ting that is not a lecture hall,” said 
Liz Lamperelli, second-year vet-
erinary student and co-president 
of the Feral Cat Alliance.
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Courtesy of ISU Athletics Communications
Redshirt junior Lelund Weatherspoon fell short of his goal of becoming a national champion in the 174-pound wight class this year, 
but believes the 2017 title is in his grasp. He was named Big-12 champion and receieved All-American honors.
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ISU President Steven Leath listens to a result of 
an audit during the Board of Regents meeting 
Feb. 25 in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union.
Strategic 
plan win 
is only the 
first step
The 2017-2022 strategic plan for 
Iowa State University was released 
March 30 and introduced students 
and faculty to what could lie ahead 
throughout the next five years. 
As the university continues to rap-
idly grow, preparing for the future is 
vital for all of the things that exist on 
campus in order to continue working 
smoothly.
It’s also incredibly important to 
show that all of the growth is not hin-
dering improvements or over-shad-
owing the smaller important things. 
While Iowa State continues to get 
bigger, it’s important that it also con-
tinues to get better in terms of student 
life and the overall education process.
Four main goals, along with sub-
goals and actions are included in the 
strategic plan. The main goals include 
ensuring access to the ISU experience, 
enhancing the university’s research 
profile, improving the quality of life 
for all Iowans and continuing to en-
hance and cultivate the ISU experi-
ence.
All of these goals are excellent, and 
if executed correctly, will “position the 
University for excellence in academ-
ics, research, service, economic de-
velopment, and the overall Iowa State 
experience,” according to a release of 
the strategic plan from ISU President 
Steven Leath.
Planning for the future of a univer-
sity that is home to 36,000 students 
— a number that will most likely 
continue to grow — is not an easy 
undertaking. 
Many moving parts and a mil-
lion things that could be omitted or 
pushed aside for the sake of keeping 
up appearance need to be kept in 
mind. 
However, based on this strategic 
plan, it seems that those running 
this campus have taken note of what 
needs work based on student feed-
back and the current cultural climate.
The 2015-2016 school year has seen 
more ups and downs than anyone 
could have foreseen in terms of di-
versity and inclusion on Iowa State’s 
campus. This has resulted in many 
students coming forward saying they 
have had experiences that caused 
them to feel unsafe, which is why the 
first subgoal of main goal No. 1 is so 
important.
This first subgoal states that the 
administration wants to “Improve the 
ISU Experience for underrepresented 
students by enhancing a transparent 
diversity and inclusion ecosystem.”
The fact that this has been listed as 
an integral part of the next strategic 
plan means that as a result of students 
standing up for what they felt was 
unjust, the administration is working 
to make a change, and that is a huge 
victory for ISU students. 
However, this does not mean the 
conversation ends or the problem 
is magically solved. This just means 
that students have been heard, and it 
should be a motivation for students 
to continue speaking up when they 
feel something on this campus needs 
to be changed.
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Columnist Beiwel believes it is people’s moral obligation to refrain from producing designer babies and allowing parents to choose their child’s 
personality, capacity for interest and intelligence. 
ISSUE 
OF 
I’m not a mother. I don’t want to be one for a long time and won’t pre-tend that I, a broke college student, 
can even begin to conceptualize what 
it’s like to carry around a little life.
It’s getting harder for me to feed 
myself; I can’t possibly add the task of 
having another person to take care of.
But when/if I do ever have a child, 
I know that I will love it. That’s the 
promise you make if you decide to 
carry to term, and not give the child 
up for adoption. You are saying that 
this child is best with you and you will 
love it no matter what. You will do 
your best to work in this child’s best 
interest. While this is certainly not a 
promise that everyone keeps, it should 
be the standard.
A lot of recent discussion has been 
centered around “designer babies,” 
which are babies who have been ge-
netically modified.
While a new Harvard poll shows 
that Americans are not generally in 
support of genetic modification of 
the unborn, science still marches 
on. A group of British scientists were 
recently given the go-ahead to begin a 
trial session of genetically modifying 
human embryos.
I think this stems from the fact that 
people tend to mix up genetically 
modified with other terms. Perhaps 
they think it means a baby who has 
been manufactured in a lab to be some 
kind of emotionless pseudo-human, a 
la Village of the Damned.
“This research will allow the sci-
entists to refine the techniques for 
creating GM babies, and many of the 
government’s scientific advisers have 
already decided that they are in favor 
of allowing that,” Dr. David King, a 
member of the watchdog group Hu-
man Genetics Alert, told BBC. “... So 
this is the first step in a well mapped-
out process leading to GM babies, and 
a future of consumer eugenics.”
Eugenics was the “racist pseudo-
science determined to wipe away all 
human beings deemed ‘unfit,’” ac-
cording to an article from the History 
News Network titled “The Horrifying 
American Roots of Nazi Eugenics.”
“The sanctity and equality of hu-
man life is under threat as never be-
fore it would seem as we push ahead 
crossing one ethical boundary after 
another,” Nola Leach, who is part of 
the Christian charity CARE, told The 
Telegraph.
I understand these concerns. It’s 
strange to think that we’re changing 
aspects of a person’s makeup before 
he or she even becomes a person. And 
I do believe that the practice needs to 
be ethically scrutinized, far past other 
procedures that do not hold the same 
moral weight.
But I’m also healthy. Aside from a 
severe allergic reaction and a car ac-
cident when I was younger, I’ve never 
been in any serious medical trouble. 
There aren’t any major diseases in 
my family, and we are blessed for that.
Many people do not have the luxury 
of this knowledge.
Huntington’s is a genetic disease 
that does not usually show symptoms 
until later in life. It causes a breakdown 
of nerve cells in the brain, which can 
lead to cognitive and psychiatric dis-
orders.
Having Huntington’s has been de-
scribed as having “ALS, Parkinson’s 
and Alzheimer’s — simultaneously.” 
Approximately 30,000 people suffer 
from ALS in the United States.
Genetic modification can possi-
bly be used to lower an individual’s 
chances of developing Huntington’s. 
From what I know, that is a noble goal.
Many people think that this form 
of prevention is going to open the 
door to parents being able to enhance 
their children’s intelligence, choose 
their personality traits and create 
that brand of Damned-esque super 
children I mentioned earlier. In other 
words, they think the rich may be able 
to create”better people.
While some people believe this is 
a perfectly logical thing to do, I have 
some qualms. Going in and being able 
to choose your child’s personality, 
capacity for interest and intelligence 
feels like you’re making a child out of 
Lego blocks.
Stopping them from having to suffer 
from diseases is one thing. Deciding 
who they get to be is another. When it 
comes to children, I think you should 
take what you get. If you’re creating 
who they are, then you’re basically 
sending the message that you will only 
give love and acceptance in the strict-
est of qualifications.
And how will your designer children 
feel if they know that you basically 
crafted their appearance and person-
ality from a kit? Will they feel like you 
created only what you wanted from 
them, and that they had no freedom 
to grow into anything else?
Because that’s what handpicking 
does. I may be making too big of a deal 
out of choosing your child’s hair color, 
but I don’t like where it leads.
I don’t think genetic modification 
of embryos to decrease the chance of 
disease will lead to designer babies. I 
say this not because I believe it can’t, 
but because I don’t think we will let it, 
as a people. Maybe I’m naive, but I be-
lieve in people a little more than that.
Building a baby using 
genetic modification
comes at a price 
By Maddy.Beiwel
@iowastatedaily.com
Political correctness plagues Iowa State
After working at Iowa State for 
over 9 years, I feel obliged to write 
this. But I should warn the reader 
that the following would prob-
ably be considered “hate speech” 
in Canada, despite hatred having 
no motivation in its writing. 
Fortunately, we are still some-
what free in the United States. 
Being forced to buy low-flush 
toilets, non-incandescent light 
bulbs and health insurance is the 
exception rather than the rule. 
We still have the First Amend-
ment.
First, a quiz. Which of the fol-
lowing are good? Diversity? Dis-
crimination? Sustainability? If 
you believe diversity and sustain-
ability are good. and discrimina-
tion is bad, congratulations! You 
have already been indoctrinated. 
Welcome to thought control, ISU 
style. All three words are neutral. 
Diversity consisting of an axe 
murderer, a rapist and a bank 
robber is not what most students 
want on their dorm floor. 
Iowa State discriminates on 
the basis of sex when it comes to 
athletics. Sustained winds over 
100 mph would wreak havoc on 
campus. But at Iowa State, these 
words are code for politically cor-
rect (or incorrect) beliefs. Take 
sustainability. 
A possible one- or two-degree 
temperature increase a hun-
dred years from now is cause 
for panic, but an unsustainable 
federal deficit that could collapse 
our economy in a few years is ig-
nored. A vibrant, living university 
requires the free discussion of 
ideas. Some actions may offend 
people, even when no offense is 
intended. 
Certain departments at Iowa 
State do not put up Christmas 
trees because of complaints from 
atheists. But the zodiac on the 
floor of the Memorial Union 
causes far more annoyance, 
judging by the masses afraid 
to walk over it. Why has it not 
been removed? In both cases, we 
should appreciate our right to be 
annoyed, instead of attributing 
malice where none exists.
For example, the Department 
of Residence displays “free con-
dom” buckets. This annoys me, 
treating our students like trained 
monkeys unable to control their 
passions. 
I am sure these buckets also 
bother many visiting parents 
who hold their children to higher 
standards. Unfortunately, absti-
nence before marriage is not a 
politically correct view, despite 
being the only method 100 per-
cent effective in preventing sexu-
ally transmitted diseases. 
Our students are actively en-
couraged to settle for less than 
the best, but I do not attribute 
this to malice on the part of DOR.
As another example, consider 
a man who thinks he is a pirate 
and wants to cut off his hand, 
replacing it with a hook. This is 
not hypothetical; research “alien 
limb syndrome.” We would try 
to help and cure that man for 
his own good. Now what about 
the man who wants to become 
a woman? Why do we try to cure 
one but celebrate the other?
No one has yet explained why 
all forms of love are equally valid, 
whether heterosexual, homo-
sexual, bisexual, polygamous, or 
involving pedophilia, bestiality, 
incest, necrophilia or any of the 
letters in the gender alphabet 
soup. Is it really best not to dis-
cuss the ramifications of such an 
idea? Here at Iowa State though, 
people questioning the above 
have been called bigots. Mean-
while, students suffer.
Political correctness has run 
amok at Iowa State, stifling dis-
sent. Diversity is fought for in all 
areas except thought, creating 
a suffocating environment for 
those who want to think, ques-
tion and test everything. None-
theless, I am hopeful. As long as 
students are willing to speak out 
and not blindly follow indoctri-
nation, Iowa State can regain the 
stellar reputation it had when I 
was a student here in the ‘80s.
By Charles Braun
ISU Dining systems support 
specialist
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The ISU gymnastics roster next 
season is projected to be savvier 
than ever. A team that currently 
flies under the national radar will 
soon be a team to watch with its 
prominent infusion of young talent 
and prosperity.
Freshman Meaghan Sievers, who 
recently qualified for the national 
championship, sophomore Haylee 
Young and a handful more un-
derclassmen have led the team 
through the entire season with 
record-breaking performances.
The roster has four seniors gradu-
ating this season, and there will be 
no senior class next season. The 
team will include six juniors, five 
sophomores and any incoming 
recruits.
The roster will be peculiar, but in 
the most favorable of ways. A blos-
soming team will add numerous 
elements to the gymnastics team’s 
future, goals and accomplishments.
Stars developed
With a year of regular season and 
postseason competition under their 
belts, the gymnastic rookies know 
exactly what it takes to thrive at the 
collegiate level. Big names such as 
Sievers and Sydney Converse led 
the team in every tier.
“We’ve only got to know [the 
freshman class] for a short amount 
of time,” said coach Jay Ronayne. 
“So now we have a lot of basis for 
next year.”
The picture is similar with sopho-
mores Young, Kelsey Paz, Briana 
Ledesma and Hilary Green, who 
all frequently reached season and 
career-highs. Next season, they will 
be the veterans on the roster.
“With the sophomores, we know 
that they now understand what it 
takes,” Ronayne said.
The timing for these two excep-
tional classes are coming together 
at the perfect time for the coaching 
staff’s overall scheme.
“As a coaching staff, we have 
been excited about next year’s team 
for a long time,” Ronayne said. 
“There is a whole new dynamic with 
the group next year.”
Omnipresent leadership
The elders and leaders for next 
year’s team will be the current 
sophomores and impending ju-
niors. Despite the norm, soon-to-be 
sophomores will also have a heavy 
role in leading the team.
“The upcoming junior class will 
be the leaders, but everyone is go-
ing to have to be a leader next year, 
including the gymnasts that were 
here just one year,” Ronayne said.
The balanced roles will, at best, 
work in the Cyclones’ favor behind 
the scenes and in competition.
Chemistry
The debut of next season’s re-
cruits will mark the start of three 
complete classes competing to-
gether for two years. 
In this time, the team has poten-
tial to build a tremendous amount 
of chemistry.
Gymnastics, at the end of the day, 
is more individual in competition, 
but the Cyclones will have an edge 
against their opponents because of 
their well-established bond.
This past season, a key element in 
Iowa State’s gameplan in each meet 
was to focus only on its own per-
formance and not let competition 
anywhere near its sight of vision. 
That’s why it will be a benefit hav-
ing much of the team’s leadership 
return next season.
Awaiting success
The gymnastics coaching staff 
and gymnasts had expectations to 
achieve their goals of finishing the 
regular season ranked in the top 
13 and bringing the entire team to 
postseason competition.
However,  even though they 
didn’t reach their goals, their goals 
are now statistically far more at-
tainable.
“It comes down to what they 
want, and I know they really, really 
want to do big things next year,” 
Ronayne said. “They’ve told me 
they are willing to do whatever it 
takes, so we will see if their walking 
is the same as their talking now.”
The 2016 season has almost con-
cluded with a 5-6 regular season 
record, a fourth-place performance 
at regionals and the national cham-
pionship left to finish.
“I think they were capable of 
more,” Ronayne said. “It’s disap-
pointing to see potential not being 
reached, and I think the team has 
learned quite a bit from it this year 
that they will carry to next season.”
The Cyclones have one qualifying 
gymnast, Sievers, headed to the Fort 
Worth Convention Center for the 
NCAA Gymnastics Championship 
on April 15, where she will continue 
to shine as an individual specialist 
on the vault.
The ISU Baseball Club (5-
5, 2-1 Mid-America-North) 
easily guided itself to three 
wins by outscoring South 
Dakota 56-14 over the week-
end. However, those three 
wins came with a lesson-
learning loss.
In the first game of the 
series, the Cyclones came 
out swinging. The team put 
up 21 runs on 21 hits, all of 
which were season highs. 
Junior Ethan Kain and Kyle 
Rhodus led the way with five 
hits each, while Rhodus also 
had a home run.
“Our hitting in game one 
was incredible,” Kain said. 
“Everyone was seeing the 
ball well and helped our 
pitchers a lot.”
Chad Allmann, the team’s 
ace, started game one for the 
Cyclones and threw three 
innings before being pulled 
because of his pitch count. 
Allmann allowed five hits 
and two runs, while striking 
out three. Thomas Anderson 
came in and shut down the 
Coyotes for the remainder of 
the game.
After cruising to a 21-2 
win, the club immediately 
took the field for game two. 
Game two served as a test 
for both teams. Could the 
Cyclones keep the bats hot 
and could the Coyotes move 
on from an embarrassing 
loss? Unfortunately, for the 
Cyclones, the Coyotes were 
able to avenge their defeat.
Falling 9-5, the Cyclones 
were able to learn several 
things about themselves, 
with the main one being 
focus leads to wins. After the 
shellacking it gave South Da-
kota in game one, the team 
came out lackadaisical.
The Cyclones pounded 
out seven hits, but left 10 
guys on base throughout 
the game. Kain led the way 
again with two hits, while 
Troy Kettwick also added 
two more.
Matt Odland, club presi-
dent and coach, was at a loss 
of words for the inexplicable 
loss.
“Game two was a hum-
bling experience, and I 
wasn’t really sure what to 
tell the guys,” Odland said. 
“I just preached consistency 
and how we need to keep 
our foot on the pedal.”
Odland described the 
game in one word: frustrat-
ing. He went on to say that 
you can’t assume anything 
to be given to you and every 
game in the Mid-America-
North Conference is going 
to be a battle.
With emotions running 
high after the frustrating 
loss, the Cyclones returned 
Sunday ready to play. The 
story of game three was 
freshman pitcher, Bobby 
Thompson.
Thompson went all seven 
innings and allowed only 
one run, a home run in the 
first inning. He went on to 
strike out nine South Dakota 
batters, while issuing zero 
walks. Similar to the previ-
ous two games, Kain led the 
way with three hits, and the 
Cyclones cruised to a 10-1 
victory and series win.
“Kody [Sindelar] called a 
good game for me behind 
the plate,” Thompson said. 
“We were working the fast-
ball early and finishing off 
the batters with the curve-
ball, which was breaking a 
lot that day.”
The fourth and final game 
of the weekend was a non-
conference game for the two 
teams, but that didn’t stop 
the Cyclones from applying 
pressure early and keeping 
their foot on the pedal.
They cruised to a 19-2 win, 
in which Kain once again 
proved his offensive domi-
nance. Kain finished the 
game with two doubles and 
a home run for a total of five 
RBIs.
Kain finished the weekend 
with 13 hits in four games. 
Odland was pleasantly sur-
prised with Kain’s offen-
sive dominance, but quickly 
pointed out that Kain also 
played tremendous defense 
at shortstop. Kain filled in for 
Kellen Yoder, who was sick 
for Saturday’s game.
The club will kick off its 
12-game home stand Sat-
urday against Minnesota 
State-Moorhead. Games 
will be played at Woodward 
Academy in Woodward, 
Iowa.
Odland expects Moor-
head to be a lot tougher than 
South Dakota, but believes 
his team is up for the task.
“Our conference is tough, 
and South Dakota showed 
us that,” Odland said. “Any-
one can steal a game from 
anyone and we need to be 
focused every pitch, every 
game.”
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Freshmen Sydney Converse and Meaghan Sievers celebrate Iowa State’s 196.025-196.0 win against Iowa on March 4 at Hilton Coliseum. Converse and Sievers are two of the team’s 11 underclassmen.
YOUNG ROSTER 
PRESENTS BRIGHT FUTURE
By Mary.Rominger
@iowastatedaily.com
Baseball Club learns from lone flaw in series
By Jack.MacDonald
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of ISU Baseball Club
The baseball club outscored South Dakota 56-14 during its weekend series.
ISU BASEBALL CLUB 
IN ACTION NEXT 
WEEKEND
The Cyclones will 
play two 
doubleheaders 
Saturday and Sunday. 
Since Iowa State’s 
Cap Timm Field is 
under renovation, 
the team will play in 
Woodward, Iowa.
Saturday: 
Doubleheader starts 
at 1 p.m.
Sunday: 
Doubleheader starts 
at 11 a.m.
www.bikeworldiowa.com | 126 South 3rd St. | 515.232.3669
original $489 no
w $439
7.2 FX on Sale
Plus more bikes
 and 
accessories on 
sale 
thru 4-11-16
Avoid 
summer 
learning 
loss
Fewer  
Distractions
9 Reasons  
to take ISU  
Summer Chemistry
Department of Chemistry
isuchemistry@iastate.edu
(515)294-6352 or visit
1608 Gilman Hall
Available Classes (May 16th-July 8th):
Small class 
sizes for more 
personal 
attention
Get ahead/
stay on 
track
Improve 
your GPA
No need to 
move back 
home! Enjoy 
more time 
in Ames
8 week  
semester for 
more focus 
on individual 
classes
Chemistry 
is fun year 
round!
Chem 163: College Chemistry
Chem 163L: Labratory in College Chemistry
Chem 177: General Chemistry I
Chem 177L: Laboratory in General Chemistry I
Chem 178: General Chemistry II
Chem 178L: Laborabory in General Chemistry II
Chem 231: Elementary Orgamic Chemistry
Chem 231L: Laboratory in Elementary Organic Chemistry
Chem 331: Organic Chemistry I
Chem 331L: Laboratory in Organic Chemistry I
Chem 332: Organic Chemistry II
Chem 332L: Laboratory in Organic Chemistry II
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Iowa State hosts The 
Fashion Show every 
year to present the work 
of apparel design stu-
dents. 
Judging day is the 
most anticipated be-
cause the judges select 
what will be shown on 
the big day. This year’s 
judges were:
• Lorynn Divita: fash-
ion forecasting profes-
sor at Baylor University
• Jackie Hasek: buyer 
at Steve Madden, Ltd.
• Ardith Singh: head 
designer of Lou & Grey
• Greg Rosborough: 
design director at Abasi 
Rosborough
While preparing for 
judging day, the judges 
looked at accessories, 
portfolios, illustrations 
and more. As each judge 
specializes in different 
areas, they all agreed on 
being a cohesive team.
“There are some clear 
winners and talented 
people, and I can see 
that,” Rosborough said. 
“We saw that even in the 
beginning. Jackie was 
talking about buying 
tips, others were talking 
about important de-
tails, and so I think we 
definitely see it from 
different angles to find 
a good balance for the 
winners.”
“[When judging], cre-
ativity and originality is 
very important,” Singh 
said. “All of us are look-
ing for someone who 
understands the impor-
tance of being concep-
tual and knowing how 
to thread that concept 
all the way through in 
the designs. And then 
also how you present 
them.”
Divita said attention 
to detail is also impor-
tant because it can sep-
arate a top-place per-
son with someone who 
doesn’t make the cut.
Students from all ma-
jors can submit designs 
to be judged, but Singh 
said apparel, merchan-
dising and design stu-
dents probably have 
more experience and 
more attention to detail 
from what they learn in 
their courses.
“You never know, 
sometimes those out-
siders bring in some-
thing that is totally dif-
ferent but could be in-
teresting.” Rosborough 
said.
Divita said the ben-
efits of having an edu-
cation in apparel, mer-
chandising and design 
is that students learn 
the basics early on in-
stead of having to just 
trial, which he believes 
is  great but doesn’t 
think there is a substi-
tute for a great educa-
tion.
The judges also pro-
vided various advice 
for students who are 
graduating and have 
to experience the real 
world of fashion.
“I think that when 
you get your education 
at a place like Iowa State 
you have so many ad-
vantages because your 
education is automati-
cally very well-rounded 
versus someone who 
has very specialized 
education,” Hasek said. 
“However, it can be a 
disadvantage when you 
move to New York. 
“There are many peo-
ple that are amazing 
that went to Parsons 
and FIT, so that just 
means that you have 
to be that much better, 
that much more hus-
tler, that much more of 
I’ll do anything. Think 
outside of Iowa, think 
outside of the Midwest 
[and] understand what 
is going on outside.”
Divita encourages 
students to also be open 
to menswear.
“I have many alumni 
saying there [are] no 
jobs when there [are], 
but it is not what they 
specifically want,” Di-
vita said. “And we have 
found that there are 
some great opportuni-
ties like plus-size, which 
is expanding and incor-
porating trends. The 
more open you are to 
different segments of 
the industry, the better 
shot you will get to have 
a career there.”
Rosborough added 
that students cannot 
be afraid of taking risks.
“Do a great job, and 
the three biggest things 
that I did when I was 
looking for a job  com-
municate well, work 
really hard and be posi-
tive,” he said. “And if 
you do those, people 
are going to want to 
work with you and you 
obviously have to be 
talented, and you can 
do well.”
Iowa State had an 
impact on two of the 
judges who studied ap-
parel merchandising 
and apparel buying.
“I have never heard 
of any of my co-workers 
who went to school for 
fashion merchandising, 
so having retail math 
helped me being in 
front of a lot of people,” 
Hasek said. “Knowing 
how to do the work by 
hand and a calculator, 
and nobody knows how 
to do things like that 
anymore because ev-
erybody plugs it into a 
computer.”
The Fashion Show 
will begin at 7 p.m. Sat-
urday at Stephens Au-
ditorium. 
Tickets are available 
for purchase at the tick-
et box office.
Ling Zhang, graduate stu-
dent in apparel, events and 
hospitality management, 
has an exhibit in Morrill Hall 
featuring all of the garments 
she accomplished within 
the past four years of her 
doctoral research.
It opened March 28 and 
will be up until Saturday. 
Her work is featured in the 
textile science museum 
room 1015. The exhibit is 
open from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday.
“I want to show students 
how to do creative design 
research,” Zhang said about 
her research goals.
Her creative research 
incorporated a variety of 
hand-crafted techniques 
a n d  t e c h n o l o g y .  D i g i -
tal printing, laser cutting, 
digital embroidery and 3D 
printing were all used in her 
wearable art designs.
Most of Zhang’s apparel 
focuses on stainable apparel 
design.
“After my first semester, I 
found my interest,” she said.
Stainable apparel in-
spired most of her designs. 
The garments are nearly 
90 percent silk, cotton and 
wool, all biodegradable tex-
tiles. Zhang used Chinese 
ink as a natural die, as well 
as upcycled second-hand 
materials.
A major challenge for 
Zhang was finding the right 
textiles.
“Being a student in the 
Midwest, there are not a lot 
of fabric sources,” Zhang 
said.
To overcome this obstacle 
she created her own crafted 
techniques to create her 
own fabrics. Ling designed 
her own images for digital 
printing and embroidery as 
well as used laser cutting to 
embellish a leather jacket.
Overall, Ling was thankful 
for the faculty she worked 
with.
“They were very support-
ive, give a lot of freedom to 
do the research and help us 
achieve the goal,” she said.
Ling focused her research 
on the design process for 
wearable art and worked on 
developing an evaluation 
method for apparel design-
ers. Ling is collecting data 
for her final dissertation 
collection. Her dissertation 
will be the first creative dis-
sertation from Iowa State.
Anyone can stop by Mor-
rill Hall before Saturday to 
see Zhang’s work.
The Fashion Show 2016 
has arrived, as the event 
is scheduled to kick off 
Saturday. When it comes 
to fun and fancy events, 
acquiring the perfect out-
fit tends to cause some 
stress.
One has to consider 
when to get ready, what 
to wear and what to bring; 
usually resulting in a few 
breakdowns. 
T h e  ‘ 2 0 s  i n s p i r e d 
theme “The Roaring Re-
vival” will give you the 
chance to channel your 
inner Daisy Buchanan. 
This is the time to break 
out your favorite vintage 
dresses and pearls.
The jumpsuit
The jumpsuit is cur-
rently trending, and The 
Fashion Show is the per-
fect opportunity for you 
to test it out. If you are 
feeling a more casual 
night, but don’t want to 
look underdressed, this 
is the piece for you. Ac-
cessorize and break out 
those heels to dress up 
your jumpsuit!
Pearls, pearls, pearls
Of course when you 
think ‘20s, pearls come to 
mind. This is your night. 
Grab those pearls and 
flaunt them. Accessories 
are key, especially when 
reminiscing back to such 
an extravagant time pe-
riod. Pearls can be easy 
to work with, allowing 
one to go all out, or keep 
things simplistic.
Little black dress
The little black dress 
is the perfect go-to for 
any event. Pick out your 
favorite dress and pair it 
with those fancy pearls, 
high heels or some simple 
flats. If you are worried 
about looking too plain, 
don’t be.
If you are putting that 
much effort into getting 
ready, it is necessary to 
be prepared for the worst. 
Before you leave for The 
Fashion Show 2016, re-
member to put together 
your fashion emergency 
kit.
The clutch
If you are headed to 
an event, be prepared 
for anything. Your clutch 
will not only make you 
look super stylish but it 
will also double as an 
emergency kit. Putting 
together the kit doesn’t 
have to be stressful; staple 
items are all you need. 
Don’t forget lip stick, 
fashion tape, Band-Aids, 
gum and a charger. What 
else could a girl possi-
bly need? Keeping your 
clutch light and simple 
keeps you from focusing 
on what is inside and in-
stead allows you to have 
fun with your girls at the 
show.
Fashion 
show 
outfits
By Hannah.Dodds
@iowastatedaily.com
Morrill Hall features grad’s creativity
By Carlie.Howard
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Iowa State University
Ling Zhang’s exhibit features her doctoral research garment.
By Camila.Cervantes
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of The Fashion Show judges
Ardith Singh, top left, Greg Rosborough, top right, Jackie Hasek, bottom left, and Lorynn Divita, 
bottom right, were the four judges who selected what will be shown at The 2016 Fashion Show. 
Team chooses
designs for
fashion show
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“The ATHENA Lab focuses 
on bio-mechanical, biomedi-
cal and cognitive engineer-
ing,” Stone said. “[We have] 
a very strong focus on the 
development of technologies, 
tools and techniques that 
augment human capabil-
ity and make work … more 
effective and safer… and in 
many cases, more enjoyable”
The lab conducts mostly 
its own projects developed 
by students, but will also col-
laborate with international 
partners.
Many different areas of 
study can be found in this 
lab, including biomechan-
ics, biomedical, ergonomics, 
mechanical engineering and 
materials engineering.
“We want to be able to 
learn from another,” Stone 
said. “Some of us have stron-
ger techniques in electronics 
and some of us have stronger 
techniques in fabrications. 
If you’re leaning toward a 
build, it’s good to be able 
to bring those together and 
have cross-training.”
The projects in the lab 
range from perfecting how 
humans interact to how hu-
mans learn to do tasks.
Ahmad Mumani, doctoral 
student in industrial and 
manufacturing systems engi-
neering, is currently working 
on the interaction between 
humans and packaging, like 
a package you find in a store.
“A balance should exist 
between the package and 
the person,” Mumani said. 
“[We’re] trying to optimize 
this interaction so that peo-
ple will be satisfied with the 
package, and at the same 
time, the package will per-
form well.”
While Mumani is work-
ing with how humans in-
teract with packaging, an-
other student, Leela Rajana, 
graduate student in industrial 
and manufacturing systems 
engineering, is looking into 
modifying tools so humans 
can help other humans.
Rajana’s area of research 
focuses on suturing, the prac-
tice of using a medical de-
vice to hold someone’s skin 
together after an injury or 
surgery, which is also known 
as giving someone stitches.
“I’m trying to modify the 
tools [for suturing] and make 
a learning guide [to train] 
for suturing,” Rajana said. 
“Suturing itself has a lot of 
aspects to it. You’ve got to 
tie the knot … you got to see 
that the tissue doesn’t tear … 
usually people train for a lot 
of time before they can actu-
ally suture.”
Rajana tests her new tool 
modifications and her train-
ing guide on students who 
have no experience with su-
turing.
“[I] look at how quickly 
they can learn … or if they 
have any difficulties in learn-
ing,” Rajana said. “I’m testing 
my guide to see if that is help-
ing them or hindering them.”
Both students had good 
things to say about the at-
mosphere of the lab, stating 
that there is always someone 
there to help them if they 
need it. 
Mumani even described 
the people working in the lab 
as “a family.”
Because the lab is new, all 
members have their visions 
of the lab’s future.
“I really like the diversity of 
the projects we have,” Stone 
said. “I’d like to see that grow 
even more. Not just of ideas, 
but in the mission.”
The lab is located in Black 
Engineering 0066. The lab 
hopes to get more students 
involved. Student who want 
to conduct their own re-
search to make humans bet-
ter can contact the ATHENA 
Lab.
and water conservation, 
transportation, waste re-
duction, indoor and out-
door environmental qual-
ity, carbon footprint and 
community engagement 
within local businesses.
Wheatsfield Co-op, a 
community-owned gro-
cery store, achieved the 
platinum status.
Kim Corbin, marketing 
manager at Wheatsfield, 
said the store’s participa-
tion in the challenge has 
helped with its overall 
awareness of how sus-
tainable it is. She cred-
its the energy audits as 
good ways to compare the 
store’s sustainable prac-
tices from year to year, 
allowing them to see if 
they’re improving their 
business.
Corbin cites installing 
LED lights and its Co-op 
Nickel Program as ways 
in which it has improved 
its store’s sustainability.
For every reusable bag 
used at the cash registers, 
customers receive a Co-
op Nickel.
 This  nickel  can ei -
ther be deducted from 
the transaction total or 
donated to the monthly 
organization. On the sec-
ond Thursday of every 
month, also known as 
Give Back Thursday, the 
Co-op Nickel Program 
donates 1 percent of its 
sales to the monthly Co-
op Nickel Recipient. The 
next Give Back Thursday 
will be April 14.
“Every little bit we can 
do helps,” Corbin said 
when referring to further-
ing Ames’ sustainability.
Businesses enrolled in 
the Smart Business Chal-
lenge are mentioned in 
the City Side monthly 
newsletter that is distrib-
uted with energy bills. 
The higher the ranking 
a business has within 
the challenge will deter-
mine the appearance of 
its name in the City Side 
newsletter.
“Every time a business 
moves up tiers we try to 
post about them on our 
city of Ames social media 
sites, congratulating them 
and spreading the word 
that they’re continuing to 
improve,” Loiacono said.
P a r t i c i p a n t s  i n  t h e 
Smart Business Challenge 
have also had exposure 
through newspaper sto-
ries and radio show ap-
pearances that the Smart 
Business Challenge Team 
members appear in.
“The goal is to eventu-
ally get 150 businesses 
within Ames enrolled in 
this program,” Loiacono 
said.
The Smart Business 
Challenge has 17 partici-
pants, who continue to 
promote their program 
through word of mouth.
“It’s a lot of just plant-
ing a seed and hoping that 
companies bite that way,” 
Loiacono said. “It’s a lot 
of verbal promotion.”
The Smart Business 
Challenge team members 
hope their program will 
continue to grow toward 
having an abundance of 
sustainable businesses 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g  w i t h i n 
Ames.
“We want people to be 
able to live a healthy life 
in Ames forever,” Loiaco-
no said. “Reducing your 
carbon footprint really 
just helps create a com-
munity that your kids are 
going to be able to enjoy, 
and it helps ensure that 
everybody is going to en-
joy Ames as much as we 
do today.”
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